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Loughborough University
Janette Matthews' textile design and making process is research for moiré effects and shadows. Embedded in her sensibilities into fascinating optical illusion, this application of digital technology with craft as pleating. Fabric manufactured from natural materials, predominately cotton, linen and silk, is a response to the demands of digital cutting, die cutting and 3D modelling to produce textiles. The Tract Studio arise is an exploration into textile structures, enabling woven structures, lace and paper water soluble threads and embossed surfaces. The collection forms a study of fabric structures, referencing textile weaving and embossed techniques.

Lauren Moriarty
Lauren Moriarty designs and manufactures products which explore the potential of pattern, colour and 3Dimensional textile. She works with a variety of materials, predominately cotton, linen and silk and explores the potential of digital cutting, die cutting and 3D modelling to produce textiles. The Tract Studio arises is an exploration into textile structures, enabling woven structures, lace and paper water soluble threads and embossed surfaces. The collection forms a study of fabric structures, referencing textile weaving and embossed techniques.

Laura Morgan
Laura Morgan's textile design and making process is research for moiré effects and shadows. Embedded in her sensibilities into fascinating optical illusion, this application of digital technology with craft as pleating. Fabric manufactured from natural materials, predominately cotton, linen and silk, is a response to the demands of digital cutting, die cutting and 3D modelling to produce textiles. The Tract Studio arise is an exploration into textile structures, enabling woven structures, lace and paper water soluble threads and embossed surfaces. The collection forms a study of fabric structures, referencing textile weaving and embossed techniques.

Rachel Philpott
Rachel Philpott's textile design and making process is research for moiré effects and shadows. Embedded in her sensibilities into fascinating optical illusion, this application of digital technology with craft as pleating. Fabric manufactured from natural materials, predominately cotton, linen and silk, is a response to the demands of digital cutting, die cutting and 3D modelling to produce textiles. The Tract Studio arise is an exploration into textile structures, enabling woven structures, lace and paper water soluble threads and embossed surfaces. The collection forms a study of fabric structures, referencing textile weaving and embossed techniques.

Nithikul Nimkulrat
Nithikul Nimkulrat's textile design and making process is research for moiré effects and shadows. Embedded in her sensibilities into fascinating optical illusion, this application of digital technology with craft as pleating. Fabric manufactured from natural materials, predominately cotton, linen and silk, is a response to the demands of digital cutting, die cutting and 3D modelling to produce textiles. The Tract Studio arise is an exploration into textile structures, enabling woven structures, lace and paper water soluble threads and embossed surfaces. The collection forms a study of fabric structures, referencing textile weaving and embossed techniques.

Lauren Moriarty
Lauren Moriarty designs and manufactures products which explore the potential of pattern, colour and 3Dimensional textile. She works with a variety of materials, predominately cotton, linen and silk and explores the potential of digital cutting, die cutting and 3D modelling to produce textiles. The Tract Studio arises is an exploration into textile structures, enabling woven structures, lace and paper water soluble threads and embossed surfaces. The collection forms a study of fabric structures, referencing textile weaving and embossed techniques.

Chetna Prajapati
Chetna Prajapati's textile design and making process is research for moiré effects and shadows. Embedded in her sensibilities into fascinating optical illusion, this application of digital technology with craft as pleating. Fabric manufactured from natural materials, predominately cotton, linen and silk, is a response to the demands of digital cutting, die cutting and 3D modelling to produce textiles. The Tract Studio arise is an exploration into textile structures, enabling woven structures, lace and paper water soluble threads and embossed surfaces. The collection forms a study of fabric structures, referencing textile weaving and embossed techniques.

Jan Shenton
Jan Shenton's textile design and making process is research for moiré effects and shadows. Embedded in her sensibilities into fascinating optical illusion, this application of digital technology with craft as pleating. Fabric manufactured from natural materials, predominately cotton, linen and silk, is a response to the demands of digital cutting, die cutting and 3D modelling to produce textiles. The Tract Studio arise is an exploration into textile structures, enabling woven structures, lace and paper water soluble threads and embossed surfaces. The collection forms a study of fabric structures, referencing textile weaving and embossed techniques.

Kerry Walton
Kerry Walton's textile design and making process is research for moiré effects and shadows. Embedded in her sensibilities into fascinating optical illusion, this application of digital technology with craft as pleating. Fabric manufactured from natural materials, predominately cotton, linen and silk, is a response to the demands of digital cutting, die cutting and 3D modelling to produce textiles. The Tract Studio arise is an exploration into textile structures, enabling woven structures, lace and paper water soluble threads and embossed surfaces. The collection forms a study of fabric structures, referencing textile weaving and embossed techniques.